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Letter from the Editor 
Dear Sisters, 

This Samhain/Halloween, as I watch my neighbors enthusiastically decorate their 
yards and choose their costumes, I find myself ruminating on witches and warts.  
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(Warning: these are my musings. I am not an etymologist.) Centuries 
ago, the church decided that torturing witches (and those accused of 
being witches) was a handy way to keep women in line. Since then, they 
have portrayed witches as hideous monsters to be feared. There a few 
logical reasons for these depictions. One is the obvious fearmongering.  

Relatedly, dirty old women garner less sympathy from the crowd and 
community than beautiful, adorned maidens. Most concretely, the 
accusation process would have affected the appearance of the accused. 
What would you look like if you were grabbed out of bed in the night, 
jailed in horrid dirty conditions for days, and tortured until you 
confessed your life away? So, there are clearly reasons for these 
descriptions, but I want to look at one detail and posit a new theory. 

Warts (small, hard, benign growths on the skin, caused by a virus) have 
been a part of the supposed appearance of witches since at least the 17th 
century, likely for all the reasons mentioned above. But, if you’ve spent 
much time combing through historical documents, you know that 
uniform spelling was not a preoccupation of people in the past. What if 
the earliest witches didn’t have warts? What if, instead, they had worts 
(used in names of plants and herbs, especially those used medicinally)? 
The word wort has been with us since at least the 15th century. Still 
today, we use mugwort, motherwort, and St. John’s wort, all common 
remedies. 

Merriam Webster suggests that the word witch was in use before the 
12th century. I’m not quite sure that’s true, but I am fairly certain that 
the people following the path of the witch today would not have used that 
word in the past. We use it today in solidarity with the women abused 
and murdered during the witch trials and in defiance of a society that 
would oppress women in general.  

Our ancestors might have called themselves wise women, midwives, 
elders, healers, or seers. They were the women the community turned to 
when they were ill, troubled, or in need of guidance. Like shamans in 
many cultures, they walked the line between the community and the 
divine. And, many of them had a strong knowledge of medicinal plants, 
or worts. I know a lot of witches and I know a lot of herbalists. You might 
be surprised how often the two overlap. (Or then again, you might not.) 

So, here’s to witches and worts. May we be the former, know the latter, 
and take pride in both. 

Be Well, 
Shannon Browning-Mullis, editor 
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Correction 
In an article in the She Speaks 
Lammas edition, Judy Padgett 
was incorrectly identified as 
the Event Coordinator for 
Embracing Gaia – Reclaiming 
our Heritage of Peace. Lisa 
Sherman was the Event 
Coordinator.  My apologies for 
my error.  
  - Alice Carnes 
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From Gail Stephenson, Marketing and 
Outreach Coordinator 
 The Coordinating Council has been meeting 
virtually.  We have elected not to meet in person due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic.   
 First and foremost, WOW!!!  What an 
amazing Fall 2020 event.  Everyday Sacred was 
an all virtual (online) event.  We had 113 women 
register.  30 women were new to UUWomenspirit! 
 Between the registration fees and straight 
donations, we are donating $3,400.00 to The 
Mountain from this event!  The event went so 
smoothly that you would never have known that the 
Planning Committee only had 2 months to prepare 
and produce a first ever for UUWomenspirit online 
event.  I can do nothing but bow to their hard work 
and tenacity.   
 Speaking of virtual events, we hosted our 
first Membership Meeting on a Zoom platform on 
August 28th.   We affirmed Judy Padgett as 
treasurer and Nancy Hagman as a Searchette.  We 

explored new, more inclusive language for the 
bylaws stating any person identifying as a woman 
could attend.  That has not been passed yet as more 
discussion is happening for it.  Valerie “Raven” 
Stephenson was introduced as the new Emerald.  A 
position primarily focused on using social media and 
online platforms to recruit and retain new 
UUWomenspirit members.  We also asked for 
women to be liaisons to their church congregations 
in order to have a voice there to promote the events. 
 Even if that just means making sure the one page 
flyer gets posted. The financials were given by Judy 
Padgett for this past year.   Door prizes were donated 
and given out by Rain Pope, Maggie Lovins, The 
Mountain, Judy Padgett and everybody in 
attendance received a bumper sticker in the mail.   
 There have been some technical snafus 
regarding emails and forms from the website, but 
everything is either fixed or has been forwarded to 
the web goddess to be addressed.  Thank you for the 
time and patience you have given these issues. 

From Volunteer Coordinator Alice Carnes 

At Sunday’s worship service at the virtual event I heard this quote and I thought, as the Volunteer Coordinator, 
it was a perfect quote to share the She Speaks newsletter. Thanks to Betsy Bickel for sharing. 

 Don’t ask what the world needs. Ask what makes you come alive and go do it.  
 Because what the world needs is people who have come alive. 
        ~Howard Thurman 

Our Planning Committee of Nina Brewer-Davis, Kallie LeFever, Adrianne Lee, Carole Eagleheart, Gretchen 
Ohmann, Shannon Browning-Mullis, and Alexandria Carrico choose to ‘come alive’ for UUWomenspirit.It 
takes a village of volunteers to create a UUWomenspirit event.Are you willing to ‘come alive’ for 
UUWomenspirit? Will you join a Planning Committee, serve on the CoCo, or facilitate a Track or Workshop? 
As an ALL volunteer run organization it's important to create a deep bench of volunteers who are willing to 
share their time, talents, and energy. We have created a Volunteer Interest and Experience Survey to hear 
firsthand about you. Please consider taking this survey that should take less than 10 minutes to complete. 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/volunteerUUWS  Thank you! 

And please feel free to be in touch with me alice.carnes51@yahoo.com or 704-453-4175. 

Come alive for UUWomenspirit! 
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News from the CoCo

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/volunteerUUWS
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Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) 
 
Common throughout Europe, North America, and 
Asia, mugwort has been used in medicine and 
magic for centuries. The first part of this plant’s 
scientific name might seem familiar to you, as it is 
named for the Greek Goddess Artemis. Like 
Artemis, mugwort is associated with the moon and 
the underside of its leaves is a fuzzy shimmery 
silver. 
Spiritually, mugwort is most often used to aid in 
lucid or divinatory dreaming. It can be taken as a 
tea or tincture, but many people simply create a 
dream pillow of mugwort in combination with some 
sweet-smelling herb. It can also be bound into a 
stick and used for smoke cleansing. 
Medicinally, as a bitter, mugwort is used to aid in 
digestion and stimulate appetite. It is also an 
emmenagogue to encourages menstrual flow when 
needed. 
Mugwort should not be used by pregnant women, lactating women, children, or pets. This article is for 
informational purposed and should not be considered medical advice. 
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Womenspirit Book Club 

Katie Blodeau’s beautiful review of our Lammas Book Club pick, The Fifth Sacred Thing, appears 
on the following page. Please join us to discuss The Fifth Sacred Thing at the following times: 

Monday, November 2, 2020 6:30-8:00 pm 
Saturday, November 14, 2020 11:00 am -12:30 pm 
Tuesday, November 17, 2020 6:30-8:00 pm 

These are drop in sessions. Feel free to join any or all. 
https://duke.zoom.us/j/9645992741?
pwd=SzBIMzVtckhkQzVLSHNmMlNZOXloZz09

Samhain Book Club Pick: 

Katie has chosen The Women's War by Jenna Glass for the Samhain 
book club pick. Please email sbrowningmullis@gmail.com if you’d 
like to review the book and select our next book.

Plant Profile

https://duke.zoom.us/j/9645992741?pwd=SzBIMzVtckhkQzVLSHNmMlNZOXloZz09
https://duke.zoom.us/j/9645992741?pwd=SzBIMzVtckhkQzVLSHNmMlNZOXloZz09
mailto:sbrowningmullis@gmail.com
https://duke.zoom.us/j/9645992741?pwd=SzBIMzVtckhkQzVLSHNmMlNZOXloZz09
https://duke.zoom.us/j/9645992741?pwd=SzBIMzVtckhkQzVLSHNmMlNZOXloZz09
mailto:sbrowningmullis@gmail.com
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 Starhawk signed my paperback copy of 
TFST at the Autumn UU Womenspirit Institute on 
September 21, 2006; fourteen years that are eons 
and a split-second all at once. This book was written 
in 1993 and offers a beautiful vision of thriving 
people working in beloved community to honor five 
sacred things (air, fire, water, earth and spirit). In 
the first chapter, Maya shares the story of Las Cuatro 
Viejas, the Four Old Women, who struck the first 
blow in the rebellion of 2028 by ripping up the 
pavement and planting the seeds of something 
entirely new. She says, “When something is sacred, it 
can’t be bought or sold. It is beyond price, and 
nothing that might harm it is worth doing.  What is 
sacred becomes the measure by which everything is 
judged.”p.18 Reading TFST again this summer 
against the backdrop of 2020’s unprecedented 
events, alongside books like My Grandmother’s 
Hands: Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to 
Mending our Hearts and Bodies by Resmaa 
Menakem MSW and  Tara: The Liberating Power of 
the Female Buddha by Rachael Wooten, PhD, I 
found that the novel offers not just a rich story, but 
encouragement to heal wounds that seem too old or 
too deep to consider, to seek comfort and solace in 
something larger than the self.   
 The book begins in the late summer of 2048, 
El Tiempo de la Segadora, the Time of the Reaper, 
when fruits are ripening though the harvest is not 
yet certain, and the time for death within a cycle of 
life and regeneration approaches for sure. The novel 
describes an epidemic of a virus that eludes the best 
efforts of the healers, mass incarceration for profit of 
corporations, and the use of processed foods and 
pharmaceuticals to induce dependence on even more 
purchased chemicals.  It also offers explorations of 
topics yet unfamiliar to many of us – intentional 
feminist communities, permaculture processes for 
sustainable living and healing of ecosystems, 
widespread use of solar and wind power. The 
Goddess and magic is a pervasive force through the 
novel, and while the General’s Stewards teach that 
anything based in the body or mysterious is 

loathsome and to be feared, all acts of love and 
pleasure are Her rituals. 
 This books is full of rich descriptions and 
faceted characters: Maya the Crone, unapologetic 
and clear-spoken, an honored teacher and leader, a 
Baby Boomer from our world as she describes a 
ecotopian future to the reader.  Madrone is a Healer, 
who dives into the energetic fields of her patients 
and often is told she has taken on too much of a 
burden. Perhaps we see ourselves in Bird the 
wounded hero, journeying home across the land and 
then again on a difficult soul journey of 
imprisonment. I admire Isis the sinewy strong 
pirate, and hear myself in Cress the sharp-mouthed 
critic, ready to blow up when there’s no clear 
progress. Sara’s subtle suburban subversion and 
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Womenspirit Book Club Review
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Lily’s deeply considered long-range strategies will be 
familiar to many women. These characters compost 
layers of personal traumas, turning aside weapons of 
systemic racism and patriarchy and ecological 
damage into a tenuous but sustainable way forward, 
which is a balm to hopelessness and despair. 
 What I would yearn for, if I had the strength, 
my siddhi, is to be a part of a brilliant beloved 
community like The City, humming along with food 
and water and shelter and respect offered freely to 
all. The gondolas powered by the sun swing bright 
red over the sparkling water. People happily work as 
they are called and able toward common purpose, 
with thoughtful councils based on respect for the 
Four Sacred Things and the Spirit that lives in all 
(p45), with nourishing rituals that honor a tapestry 
of traditions without appropriation or deference to 
any one path or another (p 11). If we’re lucky, we 
bounce between the settings presented in TFST over 

our lives (and the luck comes in the bouncing, 
because the painful and joyful will both shift in 
time).  
 May we gather fulfilling, satisfying 
community events that feed our souls, experience 
reunions with long-lost loved ones that are sweeter 
for their absence, awaken completely within 
imprisonment in painful routines and cut off from 
true connection to nature or other beings or spirit, 
work hard at a larger purpose, and periodically 
reflect at a crossroads about past paths that are no 
longer an option before setting out in a new 
direction.  May we partner with unexpected allies 
and experience healing for old wounds that allow all 
manner of incredible futures to take shape.  May we 
honor our unique visions and articulate them as 
clearly as we can.  No matter how unlikely, the 
imagining means that future is possible, for it has 
already occurred in our minds. 
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Crone Power 

I am amused at all the discussions relating to what time in a woman’s life she becomes a Crone, especially 
considering all the medical, pharmaceutical and cosmetic technology geared to keeping us ever young and 

beautiful. Maiden, Mother, Crone - facets of a woman’s being, she can be one or all or any combination at any time 
in her life.  

I have known very young woman with old souls that carry much wisdom (Cronedom) within them. I have known 
many older women who are again Maidens as they have no children and or/men in their daily lives and are free to 

be what that wish to be at any time. Most women have some of the Mother within even if they have never given 
birth. We are nurturers. 

The necessity of the “Queenly” aspect added to the phases of a woman’s life escapes me. Are we, supposedly 
liberated, Goddess-worshiping women, so afraid of growing older that we must delay Cronedom as something 

bad? 
Wisdom from life’s experience is a good thing, share it. You may not keep anyone from doing the less than 

intelligent things you chose, but at least the wisdom is there for the taking. Embrace the knowledge you have 
acquired, hold it and share with those who need it when the time is right. 

The moon has phases, shadows, She is not black nor white. A woman need not be just a Maiden, just a Mother, 
just a Crone. She carries all of these within her to draw from when she needs--multi-tasking! Something women 

have been doing for millennia. 

Fear not, oh Mighty Women. Embrace your wisdom. 
Bring it on! Crone Power. 

By Cheryl Dent
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Joan Curliss Moore walked into my life, or 
rather, I walked into hers on a warm 
Sunday afternoon in 1997, at First 

Unitarian Universalist Church of Nashville 
(FUUN). This strong, loving, dedicated, 
formidable woman of 69 became my spiritual 
mama, literally brought me to UUWomenspirit at 
The Mountain Retreat and Learning Center (The 
Mountain) in her van, and introduced me to her 
tribe. 
 The plaque on the “Joan & Joe Moore” 
room, of the Lodge spoke to her integral part as a 
supporter of The Mountain. Joan told how she and 
her husband, Joe, had been members of the 
committee that found the abandoned camp and land 
that was purchased for this UU retreat center. 
 As for UUWS, Joan told me how groups of 
women, impacted by the UUA curriculum by UU 
minister Dr. Shirley Ranck, Cakes for the Queen of 
Heaven: An Exploration of Women's Power Past 
Present, and Future (1986), continued to study and 
learn about the Feminine Divine in ever widening 
spheres. Feeling the need for a community of 
women exploring the Divine Feminine, the Women 
& Religion Committee of the UUA's now the 
Southeast District came together to plan an all-
women spiritual retreat and the rest is “Herstory.”  
 Moore attended that first gathering and 
later served on the CoCo (Coordinating Council), 
as Event Co-ordinator, on Event Planning 
Committees, as Gathering Presenter, as Workshop 
leader, as Worship Committee member, and as 
Event Chaplain. In describing UUWS events to 
Deborah E. E. Wilbrink, author of The Fire of 
Commitment: The History of The First Unitarian 
Universalist Church of Nashville, Joan says, “To 
have 130 women at the Lodge in the Mountain—
that’s a really religious experience no matter what 
the program is! It’s totally lay-run so it’s different 
every time, but it’s differently wonderful” ( 2016). 
She was right. I had come home as well – to The 
Mountain, to UUWS, to First UU Nashville, and to 
the UUA. 

 Mine is certainly not the only life impacted 
by her. Joan was First UU Nashville's “energizer 
bunny:” organizing and running bake sales to raise 
money for the Unitarian Universalist Service 
Committee (UUSC), to yard and garage sales to 
benefit FUUN, to the running the Food Table there 
in support of Mountain Campers; she just kept going 
and going! For more than 3 decades, any child who 
attended the church and wanted to attend Mountain 
Camp was able to do so, regardless of family 
financial status. In the last few years as Joan's 
worsening vision reduced her participation, the 
Food Table continued to raise money for FUUN's 
children, but also Prison Ministries, and the 
Committee for the Larger Fellowship; Joan was 
there, cheering us on! It took COVID19 to physically 
shut down the facility and put a hold on those 
fundraising efforts sparked by her commitment. 
 Joan's Fire of Commitment made her a 
staunch supporter of of Social Justice Issues. Even 
before she moved to Nashville to get her degree in 
Social Work, Joan worked in a Detroit Michigan 
settlement house. In her life, she addressed women's 
rights, the rights of the mentally ill and disabled, as 
well as those of underprivileged children, seniors, 
and alternative sentencing in the court system. In 
her personal and professional life, she fought for 
racial equality.  
 Moore, a founding member of FUUN, 
served in various capacities over the years from 
board member, to President of the congregation, 
Children's Religious Educator, to Adult Religious 
Educator. In the 1990s, Joan was Coordinator of 
Religious Education at the UU Church of Tullahoma 
TN. On the national level, she often represented 
FUUN at UUA's General Assembly, served the 
UUSC, and the UU Women's Federation. 
 Her legacy lives beyond her in the lives of 
her children, her granddaughter, Isabel, FUUN, the 
UUA, and in UUWomenspirit. Joan, we love you, we 
miss you! Say Hello to The Goddess for us! 

~by Edie White 
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In Memory of Joan Moore
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SAMHAIN RITUAL 

Decorate your altar with apples, pomegranates, fall leaves, and images and objects from your 
beloved dead and ancestors. 

Ground yourself and open a circle in a way that is typical of your practice. 

Once your circle is open, settle yourself comfortably. Take a few moments to imagine the lives of 
loved ones you’ve known or know stories about. What were their lives like? What difficulties did they 
face? Do you have loved ones who fled persecution? Who endured poverty? Who fought for justice? 

Begin to chant, “Wisdom of the past is passed to the present. We endure, we endure, we endure.” 

Continue until you enter a trance state. Stare into your scrying devise (bowl, candle, ball, etc.). 
Look for wisdom or messages from your predecessors on how to endure and thrive in this moment 
in time. Don’t rush the receiving. You have all the time in the world. 

When you’re done. Chant, “Wisdom of the past received in the present. We survive, we learn, we 
thrive.” 

Thank the beloved dead for the wisdom of their experiences. 

Open the circle in a way that is typical of your practice. 

Samhain 

As a spiral, the wheel of the year is self-renewing and 
ever turning. Samhain is the end of the year, and hence, 
a new beginning. It is the time of the thinning of the veil 
between life and death and is the moment we find 
ourselves closest to the dead, but death is, of course, the 
partner of birth. And, so the wheel turns. Autumn, 
winter, spring, summer. Birth, life, death, rebirth. 

As natural as endings are, they still deserve time to 
acknowledge and grieve. Grief and lament are ignored 
or shamed in much of American culture. We pull 
ourselves together, fix our makeup, and move on. But 
what are we missing? What is not being honored and 
released as it should be? Samhain is the time to give 
expression to things, people, or ideas that have passed 
and to harvest the wisdom we’ve gained from their 
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by Maggie Moon O’Neill 
This is the continuation of the 2-part series which began in the Lughnasa edition of She Speaks. 

How did Sacred Circle Dance (SCD) come about? 
Modern Sacred Circle Dance originated in the Findhorn Community in Scotland in the ‘70s, starting as a 
collection of traditional dances from many communities in eastern Europe and Russia, gathered by German 
dance master Bernard Wosien. SCD now includes dances from all over the world, both ancient and modern 
choreographies, with over 3,000 dances in the repertoire. 
SCD has become one of the primary spiritual practices of the Findhorn Community, which is one of the oldest 
spiritual intentional communities in existence. Findhorn Community has regular festivals of SCD, as well as 
weekly dance events in the Great Hall. 
The Great Hall at Findhorn was constructed as a Temple to the arts, and was carefully placed at the intersection 
of ley lines, considered by mystics to be an important hub of the planetary network of Light. 
I was blessed to dance at Findhorn in the Great Hall a couple of years ago, with a large group of people of all 
ages and genders from all over the world, speaking many different languages. It was a very uplifting experience 
of Oneness. 
Through the five decades since the 70s, the dances have spread all around the world, and are gradually 
becoming more widespread here in North America, where there are dance facilitators in many locations.   
SCD is an informal network with no accreditation or required training, although there are many opportunities 
for learning to be a facilitator, such as the workshop I conducted in the Spring of 2019 at WomenSpirit. 
Most SCD facilitators, including myself, started off by experiencing the dances somewhere, loved them, and 
decided they had to continue doing the dances, so they would have to learn how to teach them, since there was 
no Circle in their area. 

How is Sacred Circle Dance Different from Folk Dance and Dances of Universal Peace? 
Some dances in the SCD repertoire are similar to Folk Dance or Dances of Universal Peace (DUP), but the 
practices come from different roots and have different intentions. In Folk Dance, for example, the focus is often 
on mastering the steps, while in SCD there are “No Mistakes, only Variations.”   
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Sacred Circle Dance: A Moving Feminine Spirituality Part 2
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There is more overlap between SCD and DUP, which originated as a Sufi practice of Islam.  In fact, I participate 
in both, and have adapted dances I learned in DUP to the SCD format. The primary difference seems to be that 
SCD includes many dances of a secular nature, while DUP tends to be more focused on honoring the Divine in 
its many forms, especially Allah. 

Is Sacred Circle Dance just for women? 
All of us, no matter what age or gender, have receptors in our brains for symbols and movement, and we are all 
lifted up by the experience of dancing together in the Circle. 
These dances allow us to express the Divine Feminine aspects of our nature. No matter what our gender, we all 
have aspects of the Goddess, the Divine Feminine, inherent in our nature. 
Some of my favorite facilitators of SCD are men, and most of the international gatherings have numbers of male 
participants. 

At my first gatherings for SCD, at least 1/3 of the group was men. As the weeklong workshop progressed, some 
of the men began wearing skirts while dancing, enjoying the freedom and the feel of the fabric swaying against 
their bodies. 
Unfortunately, many men (and women too), feel self-conscious about dancing, having been shamed about their 
bodies earlier in their lives, or having painful experiences learning to dance. 
I have had some women tell me they never enjoyed dance before, but that SCD dances are so gentle and 
welcoming, they feel comfortable for the first time in their lives. 

How can I learn more about Sacred Circle Dance? 
I put together the following Resources for the Summit, and am happy to share them with you. Happy dancing! 
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

- Bernhard Wosien, The Dancers Journey, translated from the German by Katharina Kroeber 
- Grapevine, the quarterly journal of the sacred/circle dance network, Circle Dance Friends. ISSN    
 1752-4660 https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/grapevine-magazine 
- Iris J Stewart, Sacred Woman Sacred Dance: Awakening Spirituality Through Movement and Ritual, Inner  
Traditions, USA ISBN 0-89281-605-8 
- Judy King, The Dancing Circle, volumes 1–4, Sarsen Press, Winchester, England 
- June Watts, Circle Dancing - Celebrating the Sacred in Dance, Green Magic Publishing 
(2006) ISBN 0-9547230-8-2 

YOUTUBE VIDEOS 
Posted under these categories by various teachers 

  - Sacred Circle Dance    - Circle Dance 
  - Bobbi Bailin Sacred Circle Dance  - June Watts Sacred Circle Dance 
  - Hazel Young Sacred Circle Dance  - Stefan Freedman Circle Dance 
  - East Tennessee Sacred Circle Dance (Kevin Meyer) 

https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/grapevine-magazine
https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/grapevine-magazine
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Forward Together  
(a rap by Betsy Bickel) 

You can call me “Yo” 
Or you can call me “Bro” 
You can call me “Mister” 
Or “Mama” or “Sister”. 
You can call me “Dude” 
I don’t find it rude.  

But DON’T 
Call me a consumer.  

I’m a person and a citizen. 
I’m not a mindless pawn.  
I may be kinda quirky  
But I know what’s goin’ on.  
We’ve met the Evil Empire  
And it’s not some other 
nations. 
It’s our own beloved children 
The giant corporations.  

They’re poisoning the water  
‘cause they don’t have to drink 
it.  
They’re foulin’ up the air  
‘cause they don’t need to 
breathe it.  

They’re killin’ all the animals 
And ruinin’ the land. 
They take our homes and 
money 
In a giant ponzi scam. 
They’re an artificial life form 
That’s really run amuck. 
They’re killin’ off the planet  
‘Cause they don’t give a fuck.  
They only have one purpose 
To keep acquiring cash 
A person who’s that twisted  
is called a psychopath. 

A corporation’s not a person. 
That’s a lie that’ll kill ya. 
Exxon’s the Terminator 
Monsanto’s Godzilla. 
Money’s not speech. 
That’s a deadly distortion. 
The rich shout with voices  
All out of proportion.  
If we want to save ourselves  
We have to fix this now. 
So listen real close. 
I’m gonna tell you how.  
You and me that’s how. 
You and you and you and me.  
Together we’re more powerful 

Than they can ever be. 

There’s a movement goin’on. 
We’re callin’ out the liars. 
The more we spread the truth 
The more it catches fire.  
We’re a brotherhood, a 
sisterhood 
A people brave and free. 
Together we go forward to 
disarm the enemy. 

Remember it’s not people 
It’s a monster that we’ve 
made.  
When we’ve reined it in we’ll 
all deserve 
A hammock in the shade. 
But right now we have to 
move. 
We have to go on the attack. 
Forward together for our 
future. 
Not one step back.  

-copyright Betsy Bickel 2020 
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WEBSITES 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_dance#Sacred_Circle_Dance 
http://www.circledancing.com/ 
http://www.sacredcircles.com/THEDANCE/HTML/LISTENTC.HTM 
https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/ 

FACEBOOK PAGES 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/118101294991249 
(Circle Dancers around the world) 
https://www.facebook.com/FindhornSacredDance/ 
https://www.findhorn.org/blog/sacred-dance-in-findhorn/ 
https://www.findhorn.org/programmes/dance-festival/ 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/511612128909567 
(Sacred Circle Dance Winnipeg and Interlake) 
https://www.facebook.com/WorldCircleDanceDay 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/118101294991249
https://www.facebook.com/FindhornSacredDance/
https://www.findhorn.org/blog/sacred-dance-in-findhorn/
https://www.findhorn.org/programmes/dance-festival/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/511612128909567
https://www.facebook.com/WorldCircleDanceDay
https://www.facebook.com/groups/118101294991249
https://www.facebook.com/FindhornSacredDance/
https://www.findhorn.org/blog/sacred-dance-in-findhorn/
https://www.findhorn.org/programmes/dance-festival/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/511612128909567
https://www.facebook.com/WorldCircleDanceDay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_dance
http://www.circledancing.com/
http://www.sacredcircles.com/THEDANCE/HTML/LISTENTC.HTM
https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_dance
http://www.circledancing.com/
http://www.sacredcircles.com/THEDANCE/HTML/LISTENTC.HTM
https://circledancegrapevine.co.uk/
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Snake and Snake Productions 

http://snakeandsnake.com 

919-627-3138 

Susan Baylies makes her lunar phase card and 
related products, t-shirts, goddess jewelry, and 

astrology charts.

Just Kidding Productions, LLC 

Contact info: 
Shauna Ireland 

shaunac47@gmail.com 
336-707-0136 

http://www.justkiddingproductions.com/ 

I sell original photography based items: 
(coasters, greeting cards, prints, magnets, 
playing cards, coffee mugs, ornaments).

dōTERRA

Nancy S Hagman M Ed, LMHC 

Wellness Activist, doTERRA Essential Oils 

Healing One Drop at a Time 

850-206-5638 

Two Witches in a Kitchen 

Maggie Lovins 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/
TwoWitchesinaKitchen?

ref=search_shop_redirect 

Handmade,personalized items for you,your 
home & kitchen

mailto:shaunac47@gmail.com
http://www.justkiddingproductions.com/
http://snakeandsnake.com/
mailto:shaunac47@gmail.com
http://www.justkiddingproductions.com/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TwoWitchesinaKitchen?ref=search_shop_redirect
http://snakeandsnake.com/
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Annie Egypt Herbals 

Anne Freels 
Anneofriel@gmail.com 

865-705-9755 
Facebook: Annie Egypt Herbals 

All natural herbal soaps and skin care made in 
small batches without synthetics or 

preservatives.

Rain’s Obsessive Stitchery 

Rain Pope 
http://rainsews.com 
rain@rainsews.com 

615-238-7760 

Hand-dyed yarn and clothing, embroidered 
items including towels, tarot 

bags, and UUWomenspirit logo items, 
chainmaille jewelry, and various 

other shiny things.

Wingshuck Corn Shuck Dolls 

Anne Freels 
Anneofriel@gmail.com 

865-705-9755 
Www.wingshuck.etsy.com 

Facebook: Anne Freels and Wingshuck 

I make colorful corn shuck dolls representing the 
seasons, the holidays on the Wheel of the Year, 

traditional Appalachian, altar dolls, kitchen 
witches and Halloween and Samhain witches.

Arianna Bara Jewelry 

www.ariannabara.com 

arianna@ariannabara.com 

Original sterling silver and gemstone jewelry 
featuring Australian Boulder Opal and fossils. 

(919) 308-3700

http://rainsews.com/
mailto:rain@rainsews.com
mailto:Anneofriel@gmail.com
http://www.wingshuck.etsy.com/
mailto:Anneofriel@gmail.com
http://www.wingshuck.etsy.com/
http://www.ariannabara.com/
mailto:arianna@ariannabara.com
http://www.ariannabara.com/
mailto:arianna@ariannabara.com
http://rainsews.com/
mailto:rain@rainsews.com
mailto:Anneofriel@gmail.com
mailto:Anneofriel@gmail.com
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